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1. Introduction

An issue of interest to work in areas ranging from lexical semantics to natural lan-
guage processing (especially automatic text generation) to language pedagogy is the
semantics of degree modification by expressions likevery, well, andmuch. Focus-
ing on the case of deverbal gradable adjectives (such asacquainted), we show that
the selective behavior of different degree modifiers provides an important probe on
the semantic typology of adjectives. Specifically, we demonstrate that the distribu-
tion and interpretation of degree modifiers is sensitive both to the scalar structure of
the adjectives they modify and to the nature of the “standard values” according to
which sentences involving adjectival predications are judged to be true. We further
show that the scalar structure of deverbal gradable adjectives is determined by the
aspectual properties of the source verbs, making it possible to accurately predict
both which degree modifiers will be acceptable with which participles, and how
they will be interpreted.

2. Degree Modification in Deverbal Gradable Adjectives

The empirical starting point of this paper is three puzzles involving the acceptability
of degree modification of deverbal gradable adjectives bywell, very, andmuch.
First, why do the participles in (1) accept degree modification bywell but notvery?

(1) a. Martin Beck is well/??very acquainted with the facts of the case.

b. The facts are well/??very understood.

c. The concert was well/??very publicized.

d. The abuse of public funds was well/??very documented.

The acceptability judgments in (1) are mirrored by corpus data: as shown in (2),
there is a clear statistical tendency for such participles to appear withwell rather
thanvery.

(2) a. educated: 3very (2 attributive, both from same text) vs. 78well in
the British National Corpus (BNC)

b. defined: 2very(both attributive) vs. 146well in the BNC



c. protected: 2veryvs. 62well in the BNC

Second, what governs the distribution of the degree modifiermuch? As
shown by the examples in (3), the distribution ofmuchis largely complementary to
that of both degreewell andvery:

(3) a. a much/??well/??very desired position

b. a much/??well/??very needed rest

c. a much/??well/??very praised film

d. a much/??well/??very talked about novel

(4) a. ??much/very tall/expensive/happy

b. ??much/well acquainted/understood/paid

As with well, one also finds numerous examples from the BNC in which a par-
ticiple shows a strong statistical tendency to favormuchover other possible degree
modifiers:

(5) a. needed: 2well vs. 211much

b. appreciated: 12well vs. 134much

c. prized: 1veryvs. 16much

The final question concerns the interpretation ofwell-modification. While
well has a degree reading in the sentences in (1) (i.e., (1a) means that Beck is ac-
quainted with the facts to a fairly high degree), in the examples in (6), it does not,
but instead has a “quality” or “manner” interpretation. (6c), for example, means
that the house was built in a high quality way, not that its construction was high on
a scale of completion.

(6) a. The suit was well cut.

b. The book was well written.

c. The house was well built.

An initial response to these facts, in particular to the unacceptability of mod-
ification byvery in the examples in (1) and (3), would be to claim that these par-
ticiples simply are not adjectives, or at least are not gradable adjectives. As shown
by the examples in (7), neither true verbal participles nor nongradable adjectives
permit modification byvery.

(7) a. ?? The president wasvery impeachedby the House of Representatives.

b. ??Richard Nixon, avery formerpresident, resigned before he was im-
peached.



This response cannot be correct, however. First, the facts in (8) show that the par-
ticiples that disallow modification byveryallow un-prefixation, a property of ad-
jectives, not verbs.

(8) a. Beck isunacquaintedwith the facts of the case.

b. The singer’sunpublicizedappearance caused a commotion at the
restaurant.

c. These claims areundocumented, and therefore not admissible in court.

d. uneducated, undefined, unprotected

e. unneeded, undesired, unpraised, unappreciated

Second, they can appear as complements to copular verbs such asseem, remainor
become, yet another adjectival property.

(9) a. Beck seemedacquaintedwith the facts of the case.

b. The phenomenon remains poorlyunderstood.

c. The scandal becamepublicizedafter a leak to the press.

d. The case remaineddocumentedon file.

Finally, these participles appear in comparative constructions, a property that is true
only of gradableadjectives. This is illustrated by the corpus data in (10).

(10) a. But as I becamemore acquaintedwith this set and stopped rushing
from impossible passage to impossible passage, hoping against hope
that at some point he would lose his balance and tumble like a second-
rate trapeze artist off his swing, I was unwittingly dragged in to a
more sinister, melancholic side to his playing. [CD Review, 1992.
(BNC)]

b. The causes of weakness in adhesion are ratherless understoodat
present than they are in cohesion but no doubt they are rather sim-
ilar in character. [J. Gordon,The New Science of Strong Materials.
1991. (BNC)]

c. This was certainly more dramatic than themore publicizedevent that
finished off the dinosaurs. [AntonyMilne,The Fate of the Dinosaurs:
New Perspectives in Evolution. 1971. (BNC)]

d. He wasmore talked aboutthan if he had been open and obvious.
[Jean Bow,Jane’s Journey, 1991. (BNC)]

e. ...virginity wasmore prized, promiscuity was frowned upon. [W.F.R.
Stewart,Sexual Aspects of Social Work, 1979. (BNC)]



We therefore conclude that the facts in (1)-(5) cannot be explained in terms
of category mismatch: the deverbal expressions are gradable adjectives (see Borer
1998:92-3, for the same conclusion). In the rest of the paper, we will show that
the distinctions betweenvery,well, andmuchare moreover not due to idiosyncratic
properties of certain deverbal adjectives, but rather reflect deeper aspects of the
semantics of degreemodification, the scalar structure of gradable adjectives, and the
relation between scale structure and the aspectual structure of verbs. In particular,
we provide evidence for the following claims.

First, the three modifiers are each sensitive to different aspects of the scalar
properties of the adjectives they modify. In the case ofveryandmuch, this is ob-
served in the requirements they impose on the nature of their argument’s “standard
value”, the degree with respect to which predications involving gradable adjec-
tives are judged to be true or false, whose properties we show to be determined by
the base adjective’s scale structure.Veryandmuchare both true degree modifiers
which have the effect of “boosting” the standard associated with (a particular use
of) a gradable adjective, butveryselects for an adjective that has a context-sensitive
standard, whilemuchrequires its argument to have a context-insensitive standard.
Well, in contrast, is a conventional adverbial modifier that is more directly sensitive
to the scale structure of its adjectival argument. It selects adjectives that have what
we call a (totally)closedscale (a scale with a maximal and minimal value) and
returns an adjective with anopenscale (a scale without maximal/minimal values).

Second, we show that the class of deverbal adjectives with totally closed
scales corresponds to the class of verbs that introduce incremental themes (Dowty
1991), and we argue that this connection can be explained in terms of the homo-
morphic relation between the progression of the event and (some property of) the
incremental theme argument (see Krifka 1989, 1992, Ramchand 1997).

Finally, we demonstrate that the degree modifier reading ofwell is blocked
when the standard for the participle it modifies corresponds to anupperendpoint of
a scale, and we show that the orientation of the standard (upper or lower endpoint)
can be predicted as a function of the semantic role that the target of predication has
in the verbal form.

3. Scale Structure and Standard Values

3.1. Standards of Comparison and Context Dependence

As is well known, the interpretation of gradable adjectives liketall or inexpensiveis
highly context dependent: what “counts as” e.g.tall or inexpensivevaries from con-
text to context. One way to account for this variation is to characterize the meaning
of a gradable adjective in terms of a contextually defined standard of comparison
(see e.g. Sapir 1944, McConnell-Ginet 1973, Kamp 1975, Klein 1980, 1991, Bier-
wisch 1989, Ludlow 1989, Kennedy 1999 and others). On this view, sentences such
as those in (11) are assigned truth conditions in (12).



(11) a. Michael Jordan is tall.

b. The Mars Pathfinder mission was inexpensive.

(12) a. Michael’s height is at least as great as a standard of tallness (for bas-
ketball players).

b. The cost of the Mars Pathfinder mission was at least as great as a
standard of inexpensiveness (for missions to outer space).

This idea can be implemented by adopting a model in which the semantic
analysis of gradable adjectives is stated in terms of abstract representations of mea-
surements, or “scales”, which are formalized as totally ordered sets of points, or
“degrees” (see Klein 1991 for an overview). In this approach, the truth conditions
of e.g. (11b) are as in (13), whereinexpensive is a function from objects to de-
grees andds(inexpensive) is a free variable over degrees that identifies a standard for
the adjective (see Kennedy 1999 for a fully explicit compositional semantics for
adjectival predicates along these lines; see also Bartsch and Vennemann 1973).

(13) inexpensive(m) � ds(inexpensive)

Since the value of the standard variable is fixed by the context, the truth of (11b)
may vary. It may be true in a conversation about the space program, for example, but
false in a discussion about things with the name “Pathfinder” (which might include
compasses, bicycles, and sport utility vehicles in addition to missions to Mars).

Not all gradable adjectives show the same sort of context sensitivity, how-
ever. The standard values for the adjectives in (14) appear to be fixed.

(14) a. The baby is awake.

b. The cookie jar is empty.

c. The line is straight.

Under normal usage, (14a) does not mean that the degree to which the baby is
awake surpasses some standard (for babies), but rather simply means that the baby
has achieved some minimal level of “awakeness” . Similarly, (14b) means that the
cookie jar is completely empty, not that its contents fall below some standard of
emptiness ((14c) is similar). Note that the context-independence of these adjectives
does not indicate that they are not gradable: as shown by (15), they are perfectly
felicitous in comparatives.

(15) a. The baby is more awake now than it was a few minutes ago.

b. The cookie jar is emptier than it was this morning.

c. The red line is straighter than the blue one.

What is responsible for this difference in context-sensitivity?



3.2. Different Scales, Different Standards

Intuitively, the difference between adjectives likeinexpensive, tall, interesting, etc. and
those in (14) is that the latter are conventionally associated with scales that allow
mapping to anendpoint—amaximal or minimal degree—while the former are as-
sociated withopen scales—scales without endpoints. Moreover, there is empirical
evidence for this distinction. As illustrated by the contrasts in (16) and (17), adjec-
tives such asempty, full, andawakediffer from adjectives with context-insensitive
standards with respect to the acceptability of modification by “proportional modi-
fiers” like completely, partially, andhalf.1

(16) a. completely empty/full/awake

b. partially empty/full/awake

c. half empty/full/awake

(17) a. ?? completely tall/short/interesting/inexpensive

b. ?? partially tall/short/long/interesting/inexpensive

c. ?? half tall/short/long/interesting/inexpensive

These facts can be explained as follows (cf. Lehrer 1985, Hay 1998). First, mak-
ing more concrete the hypothesized difference in scale structure, assume that the
adjectives in (16) map objects onto totallyclosedscales (scales that include two
endpoints), while those in (17), map objects totallyopenscales (scales that exclude
endpoints). Second, assume that the compositional semantics of proportional mod-
ifiers requires reference to two endpoints in order to compute the properties they
describe. On this view, the examples in (17) are anomalous because open scale
adjectives do not introduce the necessary endpoints.

With these distinctions in scale structure inmind, we canmake the following
generalization about the context sensitivity of the standard value: adjectives associ-
ated with open scales have context-sensitive standards; adjectives with closed scales
have context-insensitive standards. More precisely, the standard values for the latter
adjectives default to an endpoint of the scale (the lower point for e.g.awakeand the
upper point for e.g.full andstraight; we return to a discussion of the orientation of
the standard in section 6). To distinguish between these two types of adjectives, we
introduce the terminology in (18).

(18) a. An adjective has atrivial standardiff its standard defaults to an end-
point of the scale.

b. An adjective has anontrivial standardiff its standard is context de-
pendent.

Entailment patterns provide a test for determining whether a particular ad-
jective has a trivial or nontrivial standard. The standard semantic analysis of (non-
comparative) adjectival predications has the effect that expressions of the form
x is � andx is not� have the truth conditions in (19) (see the discussion of (13)
above).



(19) a. [[x is �]] = 1 iff �(x) � ds(�)

b. [[x is not �]] = 1 iff �(x) � ds(�)

It follows that for an adjective� with a trivial standard, if this standard corresponds
to the lower end of the scale, a statement of the formx is not� should entail that
x has no amount of “�-ness” at all (see (20a), where “#” denotes contradiction).2

If �’s trivial standard corresponds to the upper end of the scale, however, thenx is
� should entail thatx has a maximal amount of “�-ness” (see (20b) and note 1).
Neither of these entailments should hold, however, if� has a nontrivial standard
(see (21)).

(20) a. #My hands are not wet, but there is a little bit of water on them.

b. #The candle is straight, but you could make it straighter.

(21) a. Sam is not tall, but his height is normal for his age.

b. That film is interesting, but it could be more interesting.

One consequence of the definitions in (18) is that if an adjective has a trivial
standard, then it must have a scale which is closed on at least one end. In contrast,
our research so far indicates that the implication in the other direction is simply
a very strong statistical tendency: adjectives with closed or partially closed scales
have trivial standards as a default, but this default can, in certain circumstances, be
overridden.3 The broader conclusion to be drawn from the discussion in this sec-
tion is that there is a direct correlation between scale structure and one of the most
fundamental semantic properties of gradable adjectives: the context dependency of
their standard values. As we will see in the next section, the relation between scale
structure and standards also supports an explanation of the distribution of the degree
modifiersvery,much, andwell.

4. The Semantics of Degree Modifiers

4.1. Very and Well

Roughly speaking, the difference between e.g.expensiveandvery expensiveis that
the latter denotes a property whose meaning is just like the former, except that the
standard value is “boosted” by some amount. This is most clearly illustrated by
pairs like the one in (22), which shows that the “standard boosting effect” ofvery
(in terms of absolute increase) depends on how high the initial standard value is.

(22) a. The international space station is very expensive. (for space projects;
large increase in the standard)

b. The coffee at the airport is very expensive. (for coffee;smaller in-
crease in the standard)



The connection betweenvery and the standard value is not unrestricted,
however: in normal usage, adjectives associated with trivial standards reject modi-
fication byvery:

(23) a. ??They were very able to solve their own problems.

b. ??The baby is very awake. (6= wide awake)

To account for these facts, we propose thatverypresupposes that the adjective it
modifies is associated with a nontrivial standard. This hypothesis is implemented
in the semantic analysis in (24), in whichG is a function from objects to degrees
(a gradable adjective meaning),ds is a standard, andLARGE is a context-dependent
function that identifies the amount by which the standard value should be increased
(see Hellan 1981, von Stechow 1984b, and Klein 1991 for formal approaches to
degree addition).

(24) [[very]] = fhG; hds(G); xii j 9d[G(x) � ds(G) + d ^ LARGE(d)]g
CONDITION: ds(G) is nontrivial

In contrast tovery, well combines felicitously with adjectives that have to-
tally closed scales, but not with adjectives that have open scales:4

(25) a. We are well aware of the difficulties.

b. They are well able to solve their own problems.

(26) a. ??The international space station is well expensive.

b. ??Michael Jordan is well tall.

Note also that the output ofwell modification, unlikeverymodification, supports
a full range of further degree modification, including participation in comparative
constructions:

(27) a. They remained very/quite/only too/hardly well aware of the difficul-
ties that might arise from their analysis.

b. Sam is more well able to cope with the situation than is his brother.

(28) a. ??They became quite/only too/hardly very happy at the news.

b. ??Michael Jordan is less very tall than Shaquille.

We account for these facts by analyzingwell not as a degree modifier but
rather as a function from (gradable) adjective meanings to adjective meanings, such
that the input is associated with a totally closed scale and the output is associated
with a totally open scale, as stated in (29).

(29) [[well]] = fhG;G0i jG is a function from objects to closed scales andG0 is a
function from objects to open scalesg



Given the correlation between scale structure and standard values observed in the
previous section, the result of this proposal is that adjectival expressions of the
form well(G) should have nontrivial standards (which, moreover, the semantics of
well apparently presupposes are relatively high), and they should therefore permit
modification byvery. The data discussed above show that this is indeed the case.5

The semantic analyses ofvery andwell outlined lead to an answer to the
first of the three questions we asked at the beginning of this paper. Recall that
the data in (1) showed that modification of certain deverbal gradable adjectives by
very is infelicitous, while modification bywell is possible. The examples in (30)
extend this descriptive generalization, demonstrating that modification of thewell A
complex byvery is also possible.

(30) a. Martin Beck is very well acquainted with the facts of the case.

b. The facts are very well understood.

c. The concert was very well publicized.

d. The abuse of public funds was very well documented.

According to the semantic analyses ofvery andwell proposed above, the
facts in (1) and (30) follow if these participles are associated with trivial standards
and totally closed scales. That such participles have totally closed scales is demon-
strated by the acceptability of proportional modification:

(31) a. Beck is completely/fully/partially acquainted with the facts of the
case.

b. Language change is completely/fully/partially understood.

c. The concert was completely/fully/partially publicized in the mass
media.

d. Those war crimes are completely/fully/partially documented.

That these participles have trivial standards is demonstrated by their entailment
patterns (see the discussion in section 3):

(32) a. #Beck isn’t acquainted with the facts facts of the case, though I did
show him the coroner’s report.

b. # The importance of the Dolly experiments is not understood, though
we know that the data suggests that it might be possible to clone
humans.

c. # The concert was not publicized, but there were a few posters in the
metro announcing it.

d. # The details of the murder were not documented, though the police
reports contain a record of a weapon at the scene of the crime.

The answer to the first question raised in section 1, then, is that gradable
adjectives likeacquainted, understood, publicizedand so forth accept modification
bywell but notverybecause (1) they are associated with totally closed scales, and
(2) they have trivial standards.



4.2. Much

The distribution of the output ofmuchmodification strongly suggests thatmuchis
a degree modifier similar tovery. For example, like the output ofverymodification,
and unlike the output ofwellmodification, expressions of the formmuch Acannot
be further modified and do not participate in comparative constructions:

(33) a. ??Your help is quite/only too/hardly much needed.

b. ??My vacation is more much needed than yours.

However, there is an important difference between the two, and a corre-
sponding similarity betweenmuchandwell: muchonly modifies adjectives with
trivial standards. This proposal is made explicit in (34).

(34) [[much]] = fhG; hds(G); xii j 9d[G(x) � ds(G) + d ^ LARGE(d)]g
CONDITION: ds(G) is trivial

This analysis makes two important predictions. First, ifmuchis a standard-
boosting expression, we predict that it cannot felicitouslymodify an adjectivewhose
standard corresponds to anupperendpoint of a scale, since upper endpoint stan-
dards are maximal, and so cannot be boosted; it may only modify those with lower
endpoint standards. The behavior of the participles that accept modification by
muchwith respect to the contradiction test indicates not only that their standards
are trivial, but also that they are systematically lower endpoints:

(35) a. # The war was not desired, but certain parties hoped that a conflict
would break out.

b. #Your financial support is not needed, but we could use a small contri-
bution from you.

c. # The film was not praised, but one critic said good things about it.

d. # The problem was not talked about, though Frank mentioned it to his
mother.

Second, ifmuchdiffers fromveryonly in the nature of the standard value,
nothing should require the modified adjective’s scale to be closed on theupperend.
This leads to the prediction thatmuchshould be compatible with adjectives that
have simplypartially closed scales. This prediction is also borne out: the participles
that were shown in (3) and (5) to prefer modification bymuchare unacceptable with
proportional modifiers, which shows that they do not have totally closed scales:

(36) a. ?? a completely/fully/partially needed rest

b. ?? a completely/fully/partially desired result

c. ?? a completely/fully/partially praised film

d. ?? a completely/fully/partially talked about novel



We therefore have an answer to our second question: the distribution of
muchis complementary to that ofvery because the two are sensitive to different
kinds of standards.6 It will be at least partially complementary to that ofwell,
since, unlike the latter, it is compatible with scales that are closed only on one
end. It remains to be investigated to what extentmuchis compatible with adjectives
whose scales are closed onbothends. As stated, the semantics formuchdoes not
prevent it from being compatible with totally closed scales as well, and thus allows
for overlap between the distribution ofmuchandwell. However, facts such as those
in (4) may ultimately be evidence thatmuchselects not just for a trivial standard,
but for a scale which is only partially (and crucially not totally) closed.

4.3. Summary

The interaction of scale structure, standard values, and the distribution of degree
modifiers is summarized in (37).

(37) a. TOTALLY OPEN SCALE — NONTRIVIAL STANDARD —
p
very—

??well— ??much

b. TOTALLY CLOSED SCALE— TRIVIAL STANDARD —??very—
p
well

— ??much

c. PARTIALLY CLOSED SCALE — TRIVIAL STANDARD — ??very—
??well—

p
much

If these generalizations are valid, as the facts discussed here strongly indicate, then
they provide an important tool for identifying the lexical semantic properties of
gradable adjectives (derived or otherwise) on the basis of collocational patterns.
More generally, the range of facts involvingvery, well, andmuch indicates that
three of the four logically possible (linear) scale types are used in natural language:
totally open scales, totally closed scales, scales which are closed only on the bottom
end. An additional question for future research is whether there exist adjectives
whose scales are closed only on the top end, and if so, whether there any degree
modifiers which are sensitive to them.

5. From Event Structure to Scale Structure

The previous section argued that the distribution of degree modifiers is directly
or indirectly determined by aspects of scale structure: whether a scale is open or
closed, and how scale structure interacts with the trivial/nontrivial standard distinc-
tion. Within the context of the empirical focus of this paper—the case of deverbal
adjectives—this analysis immediately raises a new question: why do particular de-
verbal adjectives have the scalar structures that they have? In fact, further observa-
tion reveals striking correlations between a participle’s scalar structure and certain



characteristics of the situation described by the verb from which that participle de-
rives. We thus hypothesize that we can, to a significant degree, predict the scalar
structure of a participial adjective.

First, the data that we have observed indicate that the class of deverbal ad-
jectives that have totally closed scales corresponds very closely to the class of verbs
that introduce incremental themes. As pointed out by Krifka (1989, 1992) (see
also Dowty 1991, Tenny 1995, Jackendoff 1996, and Ramchand 1997), what is
unique about this class of verbs is that it is possible to establish a homomorphic
relationship between the events they denote and (some measurable property of)
their incremental theme arguments (see Hay, Kennedy, and Levin this volume).7

We claim that it is precisely this homomorphism that is responsible for the scalar
properties of the derived adjectives, because it provides a template for building a
closed scale, specifically a scale with a lower endpoint that corresponds to the min-
imal (sub)event involving (a minimal part of) the incremental theme or the relevant
measurable property, and an upper endpoint that corresponds to the maximal event
involving (all of) the incremental theme/property. (That the aspectual properties of
verbs affect the semantics of derived adjectives is also claimed by Yumoto (1991)
to explain the distribution of adjectival passives.)

For example, considerloaded, as in the truck is loaded with hay. Let us
assume, generalizing Dowty’s (1991) analysis ofspray/loadverbs, that the truck is
the incremental theme in the situation described. We can define a mapping between
the progress of the event of loading and a property of the truck—namely, the volume
of the material that it holds; the degree to which the truck can be said to be loaded
corresponds to the degree to which it has progressed through a loading event. Since
we can define a beginning point and endpoint for this event (corresponding to when
the truck is empty and full, respectively), we can identify a lower bound and upper
bound for the scale of “loadedness” of the truck.

Since, for reasons of space, we cannot exhaustively demonstrate the gen-
erality of the correlation between event structure and scale structure, we will sim-
ply consider some representative adjectival participles from various verb classes.8

First, let us consider the implication that, if a participial adjective has a closed scale,
it is derived from a verb that has an incremental theme. As discussed in section 3.2,
closed-scale adjectives are identifiable by compatibility with proportional modifiers
like completelyandpartially. If this implication is correct, we expect it to be impos-
sible to saycompletely/fully/partially A, whereA is a participle derived from a verb
lacking an incremental theme. And indeed, the examples we have found, such as
those illustrated in (38), systematically bear out this prediction.9 The participles in
(38) include states ((38a)-(38c)), activities ((38d)-(38f)), semelfactives ((38g)), and
change of state predicates in which the theme is affected wholistically and whose
result state is associated with an open scale (such asworry) ((38h)).

(38) a. ?? a completely hated/loved/envied/admired neighbor

b. ?? a fully needed/wanted rest

c. ?? a partially regretted action



d. ?? a completely looked for/expected reaction

e. ?? a fully driven/pushed car

f. ?? a completely watched suspect

g. ?? a partially kissed/met/punched young man

h. ?? a completely worried/pleased/surprised mother

Now consider the implication that, if a participial adjective is derived from
a verb that has an incremental theme, it has a closed scale. As the examples in
(39) show, this implication also holds quite generally.

(39) a. a partially eaten meal

b. a fully written novel

c. completely loaded hay

d. a completely paid bill

e. fully straightened teeth

f. a partially heard response

g. a partially anticipated reply

h. a fully understood problem

Notice that while some of these participles, such aseaten, correspond to prototyp-
ical incremental theme verbs, others, such asstraightenedor heard, do not. The
members of this latter class of verbs do, however, have arguments that share an
important property with canonical incremental themes: they possess properties that
can be homomorphically related to the structure of the corresponding event (e.g.,
the straightness of the teeth; the amount of the response that has been heard, and so
forth; see Hay, Kennedy, and Levin this volume). Given our remarks above, then,
it is not surprising that these verbs pattern with the more prototypical incremental
theme verbs with respect to the semantics of their adjectival forms.10

The robustness of our generalizations could be challenged by the fact that
certain participles derived from incremental theme verbs do cooccur withvery, as
noted in (2) and as seen in examples such asa well/very balanced diet. However, re-
call that the distribution ofwell andverydepends on the type of standard associated
with the adjective and not on the nature of the scale. It simply happens that closed
scales have a strong tendency to be associated with trivial standards. Our analysis
thus allows for the possibility that some participles may occur with both modifiers,
but makes the prediction that the choice of modifier should indicate what type of
standard the speaker is using to evaluate the adjectival property. For example, if we
talk about a very balanced diet, we are committed to the existence of a contextually
determined standard of “balancedness” which does not entail (or even necessarily
have anything to do with) the diet’s having participated in a minimal event of being
balanced. When we talk about a balanced tire, however, there must be a balancing
event involving the described object, thus the anomaly of ??a very balanced tire.



The relationship between event structure and scale structure is also manifest
when we consider those participial adjectives with partially closed scales, such as
needed: these adjectives are routinely derived from atelic verbs, whether state- or
activity-denoting. This is exactly what we expect. The lower endpoint of a partially
closed scale corresponds to aminimal (sub)event or state which supports the truthful
application of the adjectival property to its argument. For instance, in order to
qualify as needed, an entitymust stand in someminimal need relation to someone or
something. However, since atelic verbs describe situations with no natural endpoint,
there is no clearmaximalevent or state which could correspond to an upper endpoint
of the corresponding adjectival scale. The scale is thus open on the upper end.

6. The Orientation of the Trivial Standard and the Interpretation of well

Now that we have addressed the question of why participial adjectives have the
types of scales they do, we are left with one remaining theoretical question: whether
we can predict the orientation of their standard values. This question turns out to be
related to the third of the empirical puzzles presented at the beginning of the paper:
why do some uses ofwell, such as (40a), have a degree reading, while others, such
as (40b), have a manner or quality reading instead?

(40) a. Beck is well acquainted with the facts.

b. The house was well built.

Our research shows that the answer to this question has to do with the “orientation”
of the trivial standard. Specifically, when the trivial standard corresponds to the
lower endpoint of a scale, a degree reading ofwell is available, but when the stan-
dard is the upper endpoint, this reading disappears. To see that this is so, observe
that the entailment tests for upper vs. lower endpoint standards indicate thatac-
quaintedhas a lower endpoint standard, whilebuilt has an upper endpoint standard:

(41) a. #Beck isn’t acquainted with the facts facts of the case, though I did
show him the coroner’s report.

b. Beck is acquainted with the facts, though he is still missing some of
the details.

c. The house isn’t built yet, though the foundation has been laid.

d. # The house is built, but it still needs a roof.

While we cannot pursue in detail here the question of why this correlation
should exist, we can at least make some preliminary comments. Intuitively, de-
gree modification bywell induces a partitioning on the set of things which have an
adjectival property�, dividing them into those things which are� and fall above
the standard established by the addition ofwell, and those which are� to a lesser
degree, and so do not meet this standard. Now, if a particular adjective� can be



truthfully predicated only of objects that are mapped to the maximum endpoint on
a scale — a property of adjectives with upper-endpoint trivial standards — then it
is impossible forwell to induce the type of partition described above, since the rel-
evant distinction cannot be made among things which, in order to qualify as having
� at all, must be maximally�. It follows that modification bywell should be unac-
ceptable on the degree reading, although there would be no reason in principle for
such modification not to take on a manner or quality reading.

The sensitivity of the interpretation ofwell to the orientation of the standard
leads us to ask if it is possible to predict whether an adjective’s (trivial) standard
corresponds to an upper or lower endpoint based on other aspects of its semantics.
It turns out that it is. Specifically, the orientation of the standard depends on the role
of the participial adjective’s argument in the event associated with the correspond-
ing verb: (participial) adjectives (with trivial standards) whose arguments satisfy
Krifka’s (1989) Mapping to Objects (see note 7), such ascutandwritten, have up-
per endpoints as standards, while those whose arguments do not, such asacquainted
anddocumented, have lower endpoints as standards. This is most clearly illustrated
by the pairs in (42)–(43), in which the argument of the adjective in the (a) sentence
does not satisfy Mapping to Objects, while the argument in the (b) sentence does.

(42) a. Jones is well prepared for her talk. (degree reading possible)

b. Jones’ talk is well prepared. (no degree reading)

(43) a. a well-loaded truck (degree reading possible)

b. well loaded hay (no degree reading)

The explanation for this distinction can be traced to aspects of the verbal predi-
cations. Consider first the case of the argument satisfying Mapping to Objects.
Because it cannot be asserted that the eventuality corresponding to the participle
is completed until the argument has been totally affected (in the relevant way), it
follows that an adjectival participle truthfully applies to such an argument only if
that argument possesses a maximal amount of the relevant (deverbal) property. The
result is an upper endpoint standard.

The situation is different in the case of other types of arguments. Since the
completion of the eventuality corresponding to the participle does not depend on
affecting all of the relevant argument (or affecting that argument in its entirety), it
may be asserted that the eventuality is completed even when that argument has been
minimally affected. As a result, the adjectival participle may be truthfully applied
to such an argument as long as the argument possesses a minimal degree of the
relevant property. This derives a lower endpoint standard.

7. Conclusion

The work reported here illustrates some of the benefits to be gained from investigat-
ing even a very small lexical semantic phenomenon. Focusing on the distribution of



the degree modifiersvery,well, andmuchin the context of deverbal gradable adjec-
tives, we have gained insight into more general aspects of scalar structure to which
natural language, and gradable adjectives in particular, are sensitive. In particular,
our study has demonstrated that there is a strong correlation between an adjective’s
scalar structure (whether it is associatedwith a totally or partially closed vs. a totally
open scale), the context sensitivity of its standard value (whether it has a trivial or
nontrivial standard), and the acceptability and interpretation of degree modification
by very,well, andmuch. These observations provide a strong basis both for making
predictions about the lexical semantic properties of gradable adjectives (derived or
otherwise) on the basis of collocational patterns, and for determining which degree
modifiers will be acceptable with which participles. Finally, we have provided new
insight into the relationship between the aspectual structure of verbs and the scalar
structure of adjectives.

Endnotes

� We are grateful to Beth Levin and audiences at the University of California, Santa
Cruz, University of Southern California, Northwestern University, Universitat Pom-
peu Fabra, and the Universitat Aut`onoma Barcelona for very helpful comments on
the material discussed in this paper.
1. It should be observed that maximality modifiers likecompletelyandtotally have
both an endpoint-oriented use and a use that is roughly synonymous withvery;
these two uses are distinguished by their entailments. An endpoint-oriented use
entails that the end of a scale has been reached; thus, the sentence ‘The line is
completely/totally straight, though you can make it straighter’ is a contradiction. A
non-endpoint-oriented use carries no such entailment, thus the contingency of ‘I’m
completely/totally uninterested in finances, and Bob is even less interested thanme’.
2. The only way the ordering relation in (19b) could fail to hold for a lower-endpoint
standard is if the result of applying� to x were no value at all, i.e. the “empty de-
gree”. This result can be straightforwardly derived in a model in which degrees are
formalized as intervals (sets of points) on a scale, as in Seuren 1978, von Stechow
1984b, and Kennedy 1999. In this type of approach, the empty degree is simply the
empty set, which satisfies the ordering relation in (19b) for a lower-endpintds(�).
3. There is a very plausible functional explanation for this: since the endpoint of
the scale provides a natural andfixed reference point to use as a standard, closed
scale adjectives are conventionally associated with trivial standards. Such a strategy
is unavailable to open scale adjectives, however; therefore their standards must be
context dependent.
4. Not all nonderived adjectives with totally closed scales permit modification by
well, but this is possibly due to the independent morphosyntactic preference forwell
to modify participles. See Bolinger 1972:38ff.
5. In contrast, according to the analysis ofveryin (24) and the analysis ofmuchthat
we will present below in (34), the constituentvery/much Ais of the wrong semantic
type to combine with a degree modifier, since it denotes a set of individuals and not



a simple measure function, like plain adjectives.
6. The hypothesis thatmuchis sensitive to trivial standards may also explain the
fact that it appears so commonly with comparatives (much happier, much shorter,
etc.), which differ most obviously from non-comparatives in that their standards are
not context-dependent, but rather are named (by the comparative clause).
7. Krifka (1989:92) captures this homomorphism formally in terms of his notion of
“Mapping to Objects”, defined as a characteristic of thematic rolesR as follows:

(i) 8R[MAP-O (R)$ 8e8e08x[R(e; x)^e0 �E e! 9x0[x0 �O x^R(e0; x0)]]]

In prose MAP-O guarantees that all subeventse0 of a given evente with participant
x in roleR will involve a partx0 of x.
8. Note that we crucially consider only those participles which are demonstrably
adjectives according to the tests used in section 2. See e.g. Levin and Rappaport
1986 on the question of which participles can be adjectival. Moreover, we will
not explicitly demonstrate that these and the remaining participles discussed in this
paper are adjectives. We simply point out that the majority of them acceptun-
prefixation, and those which do not (likehated) occur readily as the complement to
predicates likeseem.
9. The only exception we have found to this prediction isknown, which admits
modification by proportional modifiers, as inpartially/fully known opinions. In-
terestingly, althoughknownbehaves like a closed-scale adjective in English, it be-
haves like an open scale adjective e.g. French, Spanish, and Catalan insofar as it
accepts modification by the equivalent ofveryin these languages (e.g. Catalanmolt
conegut, ‘very known’). See also note 10, below.
10. Understood, heard, and certain other similar predicates could be argued to
correspond to stative rather than nonstative verbs. However, even on their stative
reading, the objects of the corresponding verbs manifest a characteristic similar to
Mapping to Objects. It is possible for one to stand in these relations to not just the
referent of the object as a whole, but also to proper parts of it, and we routinely
measure e.g. the depth of or progress in our understanding in terms of the quantity
or depth of the facts we understand. The same is true ofknown, and thus could
explain its exceptional behavior.
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